One alluring
countertop collection.
Presenting VT Dimensions Countertops

Remarkable dimensions like
you’ve never seen before.

The advantages of VT Dimensions.

So unique. So unexpected. And so incredibly

Seamless look

dimensional. When something comes together

The countertops are formed as a single piece from the

this seamlessly, it gives you a refreshing new
perspective—and leaves a lasting impression.
That’s the distinctive allure of VT Dimensions
countertops.
More than just a flat surface, VT Dimensions
countertops bring everything together into one
seamless and contoured offering—from the
slab-like core, to the naturally beautiful laminate,
to the premium edge profile.

backsplash to the front edge, creating a seamless surface
with incredible depth and dimension.
Natural beauty
High-definition patterns create the authentic natural
beauty of granite, stone, or marble.
Low maintenance
The durable surface resists scrapes and scuffs—
with no polishing or resealing required.
Easy cleaning
The all-in-one surface also helps
avoid the collection of dirt and
grime for a product that is

VT Dimensions take laminated countertops to
a place you may never have imagined possible,
adding a whole new level of distinction in your
kitchen, bath, and more.
T h e f u t u r e i s b e y o n d f l a t.
Experience the remarkable beauty of VT Dimensions.

much easier to keep clean.

Taking service and support to another dimension.
When you choose a VT Dimensions countertop

You can also feel confident knowing that your

for your home, you can rest assured it will be

VT Dimensions countertop is manufactured using

installed with the same craftsmanship and attention

environmentally friendly materials and practices.

to detail that went into its manufacture.

Our biodegradable, water-based adhesives virtually
eliminate harmful Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC).

As the industry leader, VT has brought a higher

In fact, VT is the first and only national manufacturer

level of service to countertop customers since 1956.

of postformed laminate countertops that are both

It’s all possible thanks to the VT PRO Team—our

GREENGUARD Certified and FSC® certified.

nationwide network of highly skilled fabricators
located across the country who ensure that your
countertop is installed to last.

As easy on the earth
as they are on the eyes.
Another advantage of VT Dimensions.

Distinctive Edge Profiles
A uniquely contoured
edge profile provides the

Ora
1/8" Radius Full-Wrap Edge

MARBELLA
1/8" Radius Edge

VALENCIA
Full-Wrap Ogee

BARCELONA
Contemporary Ogee

elegant finishing touch
to your VT Dimensions
countertop. VT offers a
wide variety of options to
perfectly match your style.

GENEVA
Modern Drop Ogee

FUTURA
Double-Radius Edge

CAPRICE
No Drip Edge

NOVA
180° Wrap Edge

TEMPO
Waterfall Edge

A commitment to offering more.
Family owned since 1956, VT Industries is committed
to providing superior craftsmanship and exceptional
service with every countertop. Today, VT has grown
to become the leading manufacturer of seamless
countertops, and these same values have now been
passed along for three generations.
All VT countertops are efficiently produced with
the environment in mind, and they’re delivered with
the fastest lead times in the industry. In addition
to VT Dimensions, VT also offers stone surfaces
such as granite, engineered
stone, and quartz.

Add the low-maintenance
beauty of a VT Dimensions
countertop to your home.
Call or visit us on the
web to learn how.
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